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Drishti offers a view of volumetric data with high level of information. The user can pick any rectangular slice of the volume and can trace it from one plane to another (from top to bottom or
bottom to top, randomly chosen). Drishti is designed for datasets in the format of data cubes (XYZ). Any type of data can be visualized along with slice picking feature. The features of a slice:
1. The slice can be selected either in the middle of any arbitrary volume or in the middle of any arbitrary rectangular cross-section. 2. The slice can be picked at any location. 3. The slice can be
rotated in any axis (X, Y, Z). 4. The slice can be added to the view. 5. The slice can be saved. 6. The slice can be dragged to the other slices. 7. The slice can be dragged to the data viewer. 1.
Data visualization: Volume rendering (1D) : Volume rendering is one of the most powerful ways of visualizing volumetric data. It uses algorithms which allow us to render the volume (e.g. the
data cube) in such a way that it looks like a slice of that data is cut out. This way of rendering volume is possible for datasets in the form of data cubes. Drishti supports 3D Volume rendering :
3D volume rendering is a technique which allows us to take the rendering of a data cube into a 3D space which is analogous to our 2D viewing space. Drishti supports rendering in multiple
ways for users to decide the best option. In this demo, we will visualize an LIDR data volume. I'll show you the major features in this demo. You can change the view by clicking on the buttons
on the side. You can view the parameters of the individual slices or volumes. In the middle of this view, there's an area which lets you select the planes/slices/volume for slicing. On left you'll
see the rendering options (which are similar to the commonly used volume rendering options available in open-source viewers like Paraview). Change the color of the object displayed by
clicking on the button on the top left. You can toggle between volume rendering and images by clicking on the corresponding button on the top right. You can resize the window by clicking on
the buttons on the top right corner. You
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1. Provide you the capability of exploring 3D datasets in various ways. 2. Provide you the capability of drilling-down to explore 2D slices from the datasets. 3. Show you the various types of
views of the 2D or 3D slices. 4. Have browser windows with different qualities. (Eg. Top down, bottom up, side-byside, oblique, etc.) 5. Have zoom in, zoom out, pan, magnify, rotate
capability. 6. Have the option of setting the level of transparency of 2D or 3D views. 7. Have an embedded viewer that is identical to the Drishti window. 8. Have a context-menu with which
you can load or save Drishti window, display 2D or 3D slices as an annotated image, export the currently viewed 2D or 3D slice to GIF or other formats, rotate or move a 2D or 3D slice. 9.
Provide you the capability of plug-ins. 10. Provide you the option to view 2D slices or Drishti window (in 2D and 3D) in landscape as well. Drishti is currently in its Version 0.7. Drishti
Features: 1. 2D and 3D visualization of datasets. 2. The ability to explore 2D or 3D dataset slices along various depth ranges. 3. The ability to rapidly load and display 2D or 3D slices. 4. The
ability to load and display 2D or 3D slices as annotated images. 5. Ability to move around in the volume and observe the slices. 6. The ability to view the 2D slices from various angles. 7.
Export of 2D or 3D slices as annotated images. 8. The ability to quickly load and display slices with high transparency. 9. The ability to view 2D slices in landscape mode. 10. The ability to
view 2D or 3D window in landscape mode. Drishti contains the following major components: 1. A Context Menu interface (a.k.a. Drishti Builder) 2. A core component, the Interactive Volume
Renderer (IVR) 3. A collection of Plug-ins Drishti is developed on top of Drishti-Builder. Drishti-Builder is a simple, easy to use environment which allows the users to construct Drishti
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Drishti helps the user to view volumes (3D). The user needs to open a dataset (.3ds) and then give a series of mouse clicks to understand and visualize the volumes. At least 2 views must be
presented for us to visualize the volumes, selected from different view points. The software is best suited for interpreting datasets of histological or medical science. What's New in This
Release: Drishti 1.2.1 + MPI library support for parallel viewing (Windows only) + Various bug fixes Drishti is a simple, easy to use application specially designed to offer you a volume
renderer. Drishti stands for vision or insight in Sanskrit, an Indian language. Drishti has been developed keeping in mind the end-use : visualizing tomography data, electron-microscopy data,
etc. Understanding the data set is important and conveying that understanding to the research community or a lay person is equally important. Drishti is aiming for both. The central idea about
Drishti is that the scientists should be able to use it for exploring volumetric datasets as well as use it in presentations. Drishti Description: Drishti helps the user to view volumes (3D). The user
needs to open a dataset (.3ds) and then give a series of mouse clicks to understand and visualize the volumes. At least 2 views must be presented for us to visualize the volumes, selected from
different view points. The software is best suited for interpreting datasets of histological or medical science. Drishti 1.2.1 (e) added MPI library support for parallel viewing (Windows only)
and various bug fixes What's New in This Release: Drishti 1.2.1 (e) + MPI library support for parallel viewing (Windows only) + Various bug fixes **Drishti 1.2.1 (e) added MPI library
support for parallel viewing (Windows only) and various bug fixes File list: drishti.zip drishti-mpi-win.zip drishti-sbin-win.zip drishti-doc-win.zip drishti-manual-win.pdf drishti-websitewin.html drishti.jar drishti-mpi-win.jar
What's New in the?

Drishti is a simple, easy to use application specially designed to offer you a volume renderer. Drishti stands for vision or insight in Sanskrit, an Indian language. Drishti has been developed
keeping in mind the end-use : visualizing tomography data, electron-microscopy data, etc. Introduction Drishti is a simple, easy to use application specially designed to offer you a volume
renderer. Drishti stands for vision or insight in Sanskrit, an Indian language. Drishti has been developed keeping in mind the end-use : visualizing tomography data, electron-microscopy data,
etc. Understanding the data set is important and conveying that understanding to the research community or a lay person is equally important. Drishti is aiming for both. The central idea about
Drishti is that the scientists should be able to use it for exploring volumetric datasets as well as use it in presentations. The detailed description about the app is given below : • Drishti – Volume
Renderer • The application includes two parts, viz. Volume Rendering and Interactive Viewer • Volume Rendering • It can be used for visualizing tomography data, electron-microscopy data,
etc. • It also gives the flexibility to change the color and opacity of the objects present inside the rendered volume. • Multiple views can be maintained to view the volume and depth along the zaxis and parallel to the xy-plane • General options are available such as opacity, color, raster, resolution, etc. • Multiple views are maintained to display the scene. • Panning is provided to rotate
the view angle. • There is an option of zooming in and out of the volume and also maintaining the exact same view angle as of the original rendering. • You can also choose different rendering
modes to produce different visual effects • The volume rendering area can be resized to fit your screen size. • Drishti Volume Render is a standalone program; no installation is required.
Drishti Volume Render is the only volume rendering application that is embeddable in a web page. Interactive Viewer Drishti Interactive Viewer is an image viewer with zoom and rotate
capability and supports rotation, selection, zoom, panning, etc. It provides the functionality to load a 3D TIFF file, a multi-plane TIFF file
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System Requirements For Drishti:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or later Processor: 2.0 GHz dual core Memory: 1 GB Graphics: 1GB Video Memory DirectX: Version 9.0 Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 300
MB available space Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible Additional Notes: Recommended: Processor: 2.5 GHz dual core Memory: 2 GB Graphics: 2GB Video Memory DirectX
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